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M
ICROSOFT’S
US$7.17 billion
(S$9.1 billion) acqui-
sition of Finnish
company Nokia has

given the latter a new lease of life.
Rid of the highly competitive mo-
bile phone industry, Nokia can
now focus on developing new
technologies.

One area is wearable comput-
ing. At its pleasant research cen-
tre located by the shores of the
Baltic Sea, which I visited a few
times in the early 2000s, I was
amazed at the cutting-edge tech-
nologies in its labs.

Today, we put mobile phones
on vibration mode. That is haptics

– tactile feedback technology that
lets a user feel some force, like vi-
bration or some form of motion.
Engineers told me it could be in-
corporated into phones but Nokia
phones did not have it until much
later.

Around the time of the smart-
phone revolution in 2007, the
company built a concept phone
called the Nokia Morph to show-
case a future handset.

I saw the video here and was
wowed. Made of cutting-edge
new material, the device can bend
into numerous shapes without
breaking and can even be worn on
the wrist. You can see right
through it, electronics and all.

It is also self-charging, absorb-
ing solar energy to charge its bat-
tery.

This phone, on which Nokia
collaborated with the University
of Cambridge Nanoscience Cen-
tre, was exhibited at the Museum
of Modern Art in New York in
2009. Nokia believed then that
the technologies could appear in

high-end mobile devices by 2015.
Today, haptics is available in

phones as vibration mode. But no
bendable phone has arrived. It is
perhaps being cooked up in No-
kia’s Advanced Technologies unit,
one of the three divisions left af-
ter the sale of the phone business.

What Nokia Morph demon-
strates is that the company has
the technologies for wearable com-
puting. It can combine new mate-
rials, and sensors with mapping
and location-based services – the
software services unit not sold to
Microsoft – into a device which
can be worn on the body. It can
tell people pollution levels, areas
to avoid in a flash flood and the
best deal at Robinsons as you
walk past the store.

It may not be worn like Google
Glass, which is a mini-display
worn on the head. But it could be
worn on the hand, where informa-
tion can be seen at a glance.

Nokia will not get involved in
the cut-throat handset manufac-
turing business. But it can take

the licensing route, providing the
cool technologies to phone mak-
ers, presumably starting with Mi-
crosoft and Windows Phone.

Nokia is also looking at how its
technologies can be used in the
connected car, where vehicles are
linked to the mobile network and
the Internet. New services of-
fered, such as online music
streaming and 3-D detailed maps
showing points of interests, will
appear as apps – the same ones us-
ers access on their smartphones
or computers. All the contacts,
preferred routes and bookmarked
destinations will be synchronised
between devices.

This is the potential of the new
Nokia. Watch these areas as No-
kia recalibrates its business in the
next 18 months.

At the same time, Microsoft’s
purchase of Nokia makes its Win-
dows Phones more compelling. It
adds heft to Microsoft’s de-
vice-making ambitions.

In buying Nokia, Microsoft is
following Apple and Google in hav-

ing an integrated software and
hardware product strategy. The
idea is simple: For a great user ex-
perience, the phone must be built
so that it can leverage the power
of the software.

Being able to control both is
thus strategic to growing the Win-
dows Phone business, whose glo-
bal market share is currently un-
der 4 per cent.

The third element to building
an integrated business is mobile
apps. In this, Microsoft may not
have the 700,000 apps available
for Android phones, but it has the
key ones, enough to entice office
workers already familiar with the
Windows environment.

The software giant has “appi-
fied” its desktop software such as
messaging, Microsoft Office and
Skype which let users access their
documents, files and photos on
their Windows Phones.

Said Forrester Research senior
analyst Clement Teo: “Microsoft
has made a compelling case for
users, so that when they are re-

freshing their phones, the Win-
dows Phone will be a strong op-
tion.”

More importantly, said Mr
Teo, Microsoft will offer carriers a
way out of the duopoly presented
by Android and iOS phones.

The Microsoft-Nokia deal has
also thrust BlackBerry into the
spotlight. This is the last inde-
pendent handset maker with its
own operating system. In its hey-
day, before the iPhone was un-
veiled in 2007, it was the indispen-
sable tool of investment bankers
and corporate executives.

But it was slow to move to the
smartphone world of touch-
screens and mobile apps. Lacklus-
tre sales of its new line of smart-
phones saw its market share de-
cline by more than 33 per cent last
year, said research firm Gartner.
The company has already been
put up for sale.

For consumers, their choice
today is now either an Android,
Apple or Windows phone.

chngkeg@sph.com.sg
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I
F PRE-SCHOOL were an
Olympic event, Finland
would have a lock on the
gold.

Its early childhood educa-
tion system consistently ranks at
the top of international charts.
And when you walk into typical
Finnish classrooms, as I did last
week, it is easy to see why.

On the metrics that matter
with these global comparisons,
Finland excels. The student-teach-
er ratios are low, meaning each
teacher has fewer pupils to attend
to. Teachers are well trained. This
fosters warm, nurturing and intel-
lectually engaging interactions.

Pre-school teachers in Finland
are also well compensated and
well respected, which means that
centres face less of the disruptive
high turnover that often plagues
early education systems where
teaching is less socially valued.

Another aspect of Finnish
pre-schools not easily measured
but so much in evidence is the
trust placed in them by the coun-
try’s citizens. Trust has been high-
lighted by observers such as Pasi
Sahlberg, author of the influential
work, Finnish Lessons, as key to
the country’s educational success.
Parents trust that the schools are
doing a good job and that they are

all of a high quality.
This defines the nature of the

relationship between schools and
parents. Finnish academics and
teachers alike stress that
pre-schools do not see parents
and families as clients. Rather
than viewing early education as a
fee-for-service transaction, par-
ents and teachers see themselves
as partners who work together to
educate the young.

This work begins early in the
school year when teachers, par-
ents and children come together
to discuss the work ahead and fill
out a detailed plan of instruction.

Children are present for the dis-
cussion and their opinions count.
What do they like about school?
What do they dislike? Who are
their friends? What are they good
at? What do they need to im-
prove? To help them articulate
their ideas, the children colour a
picture of an aeroplane with vari-
ous strengths and talents, and use
separate colours to represent dif-
ferent levels of proficiency.

For parents and teachers, de-
tailed issues like the child’s lan-
guage development, social skills,
hygiene, independence, coopera-
tive behaviour, and so on, are dis-
cussed in terms of where the child
is, the achievement benchmarks
to aim for and how these goals are
going to be supported concretely
at home and in school. Each child

has an individualised plan support-
ed by the adults in his or her life.
The home-school continuum is a
seamless one.

What lessons can Singapore
draw from Finland on this? Be-
yond the more easily measurable
metrics, one issue is how to devel-
op this form of parent-teacher
partnership and mutual trust.

In some respects, there may be
structural impediments to doing
so. The high level of trust in the
Finnish education system reflects
similarly high levels of trust in the
wider social system. Trust is an
indication of what social scien-
tists call social capital. Author
and political theorist Francis Fuku-

yama has defined it as “informal
norm(s) that promote cooperation
between individuals” or a kind of
glue that holds societies together.

Social capital is an area where
countries like Finland and Singa-
pore diverge. One comparative
measure is found in the Legatum
Institute’s annual Prosperity In-
dex. This is a composite index of
economic and well-being factors,
including social capital.

While Singapore ranks third in
the world in economic perform-
ance (behind Switzerland and Nor-
way and well ahead of Finland), it
falls to 39th on the measure of
social capital. In contrast, Nor-
way and Denmark take the top

two spots and Finland is fifth.
Although economic achieve-

ment is positively associated with
the quality of early childhood edu-
cation, there is an even stronger
association between the latter and
a country’s social capital score.

This is suggested by the Lega-
tum data and the data on the quali-
ty of early childhood education
around the world produced by the
Lien Foundation’s 2012 Starting
Well report.

To be sure, steps can be taken
to increase social trust in the edu-
cation system. For example, rais-
ing the requirements for teacher
training to ensure teachers are
well trained and professional is a

step Singapore is taking that will
boost parental trust.

But more can be done to pro-
mote parent-teacher dialogue and
collaboration. Too often, young
teachers are intimidated by par-
ents and do not know how to talk
to them. Parents often view
pre-school teachers as babysit-
ters, ignoring their training.

As educators of early childhood
teachers, we need to do more to
teach pre-school teachers to col-
laborate with the families of their
pupils. We can train teachers in ac-
tive-listening strategies, such as
asking substantive questions and
expressing empathy and genuine
interest in what others are saying.
They can be taught how to para-
phrase discussions to foster a
sense of shared understanding.
Senior teachers can mentor young-
er ones to improve skills to man-
age collaboration and relation-
ships with parents.

Techniques like these have
been shown to improve par-
ent-teacher relationships. This
should not be stand-alone train-
ing, but infused throughout the
curricula, supported by continu-
ing professional development.

To reinforce the home-school
connection and the role of fami-
lies in learning, teachers can in-
volve parents in ways that sup-
port their lesson plans.

For example, for a pre-school
social studies module on restau-
rants, they can ask parents to
send in photos of favourite family
dishes that children put on their
pretend establishment’s “menu”.
Teachers can preface the request
with an explanation of their learn-
ing goals. They could follow up
with examples of the learning out-
comes achieved or suggest ques-
tions that parents can ask their
children.

By educating our pre-school
teachers to demonstrate their pro-
fessionalism in collaboration with
parents, we can begin to build
greater trust in the system. This
way, parents can help teachers
better perform the job they were
trained to do.

stopinion@sph.com.sg
The writer is executive director of
Wheelock College Singapore, a
pre-school teacher training institute.

New Nokia’s potential lies in its cutting-edge technologies

T
HE effort to imbue housing estates with
character – ideally to distinguish them
from other estates – is a constant chal-
lenge in an environment where efficien-
cy, top-down management and project
deadlines are dominant factors. Necessi-
ty led to a cookie-cutter approach when
Housing Board flats were erected in the
early years of the public housing pro-
gramme. But Singapore has come a long
way since then. The distance travelled,
in terms of character and taste, can be
seen in neatly-laid-out and landscaped
public housing estates that combine
functionality and aesthetic appeal – fea-
tures often regarded as better than
those of some private estates abroad.

With rising expectations, National

Development Minister Khaw Boon Wan
has promised that each new Housing
Board project will improve on previous
developments. Three planned estates –
Bidadari, Tampines North and Punggol
Matilda – will feature open spaces and
greenery as an intrinsic part of their
charm. A man-made lake and a regional
park for Bidadari; two parks for Tampi-
nes North, one boasting a sandy beach;
and a waterfront estate for Punggol Mat-
ilda are some of the ways in which they
will stand out in Singapore’s crowded
architectural landscape.

When the state is involved, the objec-
tive must be to not just create estates
that please buyers but to also build in-
clusive communities. With this in

mind, spaces should be designed to at-
tract residents and allow them to inter-
act in different ways, while respecting
the area’s heritage and ecological integ-
rity. Developing an age-friendly city
means designing or adapting structures
and services that also cater to residents,
young and old, with varying needs and
capacities. Indeed, regulations now stip-
ulate that family-friendly features,
from nursing rooms to upsized parking
spaces, will be compulsory from next
April for all new buildings that are fre-
quented by families.

Even award-winning urban designs
can fall short of social expectations if
they are inaccessible or unsafe for cer-
tain groups of users, if people simply

lack the information to make good use
of facilities, and if community life is bar-
ren. Practical needs can be taken into ac-
count by planners but they can only do
so much on their own in the socio-cul-
tural sphere. How the identity of a hous-
ing estate develops, of course, depends
on the extent to which residents cherish
the heritage of a place and the degree to
which they are willing to invest their
energies and imagination in making the
environment come alive.

Affinity with, and attachment to, a
new estate can be established only over
time. Even as the authorities go about
building a quality living environment, it
is residents who turn spaces into lively
neighbourhoods.

High cost of
low trust in
pre-school
education

Imbuing housing estates with character
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